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A B S T R A C T

We have conducted ground tests to study the applicability of the Tagged Neutrons Method/Associated Particle
Imaging methodology (TNM/API) for the making precise gamma ray spectroscopic measurements onboard lander
missions to the Solar system planets. Our analysis was focused on the requirement to distinguish between
the spacecraft background and the subsurface signal so as to correctly evaluate the elemental composition
of planetary soils. The measurements were performed in a configuration where the gamma spectrometer was
surrounded by significant amounts of material that imitated a spacecraft structure. It was found that the
TNM/API can substantially suppress the spacecraft background and identify the true intensities of the gamma
lines attributed to major soil elements such as O, Na, Mg, Al, Si and Fe and evaluate their concentrations with
an accuracy of 2–10%.

1. Introduction

Gamma-ray and neutron spectroscopy instrumentation are often
proposed for space experiments to derive the bulk elemental compo-
sition of a planetary subsurface. They have a long history of successful
implementation onboard different missions dedicated to the study of
Solar system [see for example [1–12]]. These have usually been orbital
missions selected to provide global mapping of planetary surfaces and to
evaluate the elemental composition and abundance of subsurface water.
At the present time there is great interest in the science community
to measure the local ambient environment at the surface, to carry
out complex contact (including sampling analysis) measurements, and
to compare orbital and surface data. These requirements lead to the
consideration, planning, and development of major flagship missions
culminating in surface landers on planets, moons, and other small bodies
in the Solar system. Some of these projects are already in progress like
NASA Curiosity rover [13]. Some are at the final development stage like
the ExoMars [14] and NASA Mars 2020 rovers or lunar landing missions
prepared by other national space agencies.

As a rule, landing missions are often equipped with neutron and
gamma spectrometers for measuring subsurface composition and to
support/navigate drilling and sampling activities. The neutron spec-
trometers measure variations in subsurface neutron albedo that can be
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converted into water abundance. Gamma spectrometers detect charac-
teristic gamma-ray lines originating from major soil constituents (O, Na,
Mg, Al, Si, Ca, K, and Fe). The natural neutron emission of the subsurface
is produced by Galactic Cosmic Ray charged particles which interact
with soil nuclei giving birth to secondary neutrons. The characteristic
gamma ray lines in their turn are emitted from the de-excitation of soil
nuclei through nuclear reactions with these neutrons. These could be
from inelastic scattering via reactions with fast neutrons or neutron
capture reactions with low energy thermal/epithermal neutrons or even
neutron activation reactions. This approach is unofficially referred to as
a form of ‘‘passive observation’’. It uses natural radiation background
as the irradiation source. Induced subsurface gamma emission can also
be produced by artificial irradiation sources, for example, by neutron
generators. These sources produce very intense pulses or continuous
emissions of high energy neutrons using Deuterium–Tritium (D–T) or
Deuterium–Deuterium (D–D) reactions. This ‘‘active approach’’ signif-
icantly improves counting statistics and reduces the time required for
gamma spectroscopy measurements to obtain a given accuracy. The
combination of gamma/neutron spectrometers with a neutron generator
is commonly used in geology, security, transportation, medicine, and
other Earth applications. It has also been proposed for space studies [15–
28] with the first active neutron spectrometer already operating on-
board the NASA Curiosity rover [20,29–33]. In general, the idea of
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active measurements in space was proposed many years ago but only
recently have we achieved the necessary technology level to develop
compact and reliable instrumentation for such purposes [see for example
[24,25]].

A gamma-ray spectroscope allows us to ‘‘look inside’’ an object
and derive information about its inner properties. As was mentioned
above, in the case of space experiment, it can be used to determine the
bulk elemental composition of the object which is not possible using
other observational approaches. On the other hand, one must be ready
‘‘to pay’’ for this advantage by simultaneously measuring the parasite
background gamma emissions originating from the spacecraft body. For
passive observations it is not possible to distinguish between spacecraft
and subsurface signals without sophisticated ground calibrations. In
any case, even knowing the ratio between these components ultimately
cannot exclude significant background deposits from the signal-to-noise
ratio.

For active observations it also presents a difficulty but there are
techniques that allow one to restrict gamma detection to a limited
solid angle. This technique is known as the associated particle imaging
(API) or tagged neutron method (TNM) which has been implemented
widely by industry, primarily for security applications to detect hidden
dangerous materials [2,28,34–38]. This approach selects gammas pro-
duced in the object under study and rejects gamma detections from the
surroundings. Using this method, one can significantly maximize the
signal-to-noise ratio and reveal some gamma lines usually not visible
above background levels.

Studying this problem, it is necessary to answer to the following
questions:

(1) How the signal-to-noise ratio and, as a result, the achievable
uncertainty in the evaluation of subsurface elemental concen-
trations is getting worse in the presence of a massive spacecraft
body.

(2) How the parasitic background produced in the surrounding
spacecraft materials may complicate the search, selection, and
correct interpretation of gamma peaks intensities for the primary
elemental soil constituents.

(3) How the TNM/API method could significantly improve the sit-
uations outlined in (1) and (2) and make its implementation in
space experiments worthwhile.

In this work we will report results of ground tests performed on
a planetary soil simulant with a prototype of the spectrometer using
TNM/API measurements. In our tests we modeled both the soil’s ele-
mental composition and the lander’s surrounding materials to evaluate
the benefits of TNM/API for the planetary studies.

2. Instrumentation

The instrumentation for the (TNM/API) consists of a combination
of gamma-ray spectrometer and neutron generator supplied with a
position-sensitive alpha particle detector. The neutron generators used
in most applications are based on the nuclear fusion reaction T(d,n)
4He which produces fast neutron and alpha particles with energies of
14 MeV and 3.5 MeV respectively. Taking into account that reaction
products (neutron and alpha particle) are flying apart in opposite direc-
tions, the registration of alpha particle with position sensitive detector
determines the time and direction of the fast neutron emitted from the
tritium target. This neutron (it travels with constant velocity of about
5 cm/ns) in its turn may interact with the nuclei of the sample material
via inelastic scattering reactions and produce a characteristic gamma
photon. The accurate measurement of time interval between detections
of the alpha particle and the gamma photon provides information about
a location where the interaction between the neutron and the target’s
nucleus occurred. The selection of photons produced only by tagged
neutrons and arriving from the estimated distances drastically reduces
the parasitic background rate from the surrounding material by orders

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the TNM/API approach.

of magnitude. To implement TNM, a pixilated alpha detector should
be used and a correlation analysis performed with nanosecond timing
resolution. For the last decade TNM has been widely implemented
for multiple purposes that range from the detection of explosives and
drug materials up to the search for diamonds in kimberlite [see for
example [35–39]]. For our studies we used a neutron generator ING-
27 developed by the Dukhov Research Institute of Automatics (VNIIA)
and is equipped with a 9-pixel silicon alpha particular detector. The
distance of the alpha detector from the tritium target varies for different
models of the neutron generator and can lie in the range from 30 mm
to 100 mm. In ING-27 used in this work, the distance was 63 mm.
This is a commonly used industrial type of neutron generator which
has relatively compact dimensions (130 × 280 × 230 mm), low mass
(less than 8 kg) and can provide continuous neutron emission with an
intensity 106–108 neutrons/s.

The measurement system also includes an instrument electronic
unit and two gamma-ray spectrometers based on LaBr3(Ce) and LYSO
(Lu1.8Y.2SiO5:Ce) scintillation crystals with dimensions Ø × L = 76 ×
76 mm manufactured by Saint-Gobain company. The first one provides
better spectral resolution (about 3% at 662 keV) and the other one has
better sensitivity at high energies (but worse spectral resolution). In
the process of taking data, the electronics records the triggered pixel in
the alpha particle detector, the times of the alpha particle and gamma
detections (𝑡𝛼 , 𝑡𝛾 ,), and the energy of the detected gamma photon (𝐸𝛾 ).
These values are processed to create integrated gamma-ray spectra from
the irradiated planetary soil simulant. Schematically the measurements
with the use of TNM/API methods are illustrated in Fig. 1.

3. Test configuration

All tests were conducted at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Re-
search (JINR) in Dubna, Russia, with the help of a facility specially
designed for ground tests of space instrumentation using radioisotope
neutron sources, neutron generators, and neutron/gamma-ray spec-
trometers [18,23,33,40]. The facility has a large testbed of planetary
simulant material with a surface area of 3.21 m × 3.83 m and a depth
>60 cm. The planetary simulant material is assembled as a multilayered
structure of 10 mm layers of silicon rich glass and 0.7–1 mm layers of
Fe and Al enriched material and polyvinylchloride (Cl rich material)
designed to achieve an elemental composition close to the average
composition of dry martian soil [Table 1, column 1, see also [18,23,40]
for details]. It imitates the average abundance of major soil constituting
elements Si, O, Al, Mg, Fe, K, Cl, and Na. The structure is changeable and
can be adapted to the different compositions of Mars, Moon, Mercury,
Venus, and asteroids/comets.
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Table 1
The expected uncertainties in the evaluation of major soil constituting elements.

Element TNM/API measurements NRA measurements Comments

‘‘no Lander’’ configuration ‘‘Lander’’ configuration ‘‘no Lander’’ configuration ‘‘Lander’’ configuration

Al/Fe (5.0%/12.5%) 4.7% 4.7% 3.1% 4.6% Al gamma line at 844 keV;
Fe gamma line at 847 keV

Al (5.0%) 10.4% 10.5% 6.5% 9.7% Al gamma line at 1015 keV
Na (8.4%) 8.0% 8.5% – – Na gamma line at 1636 keV
Si (26.7%) 1.9% 1.9% 2.5% 3.8% Si gamma line at 1779 keV

Al (5.0%) 9.0% 10.0% 5.0% 7.8% Al gamma line at 2211 keV.
For the NRA it may overlaps with
H neutron capture gamma line at
2223 keV

Mg/O (2.4%) 8.0% 9.0% 7.2% 11.1% Mg gamma line at 2754 keV
O gamma line at 2742 keV

The concentrations of different elements in soil simulant material are presented in first column in brackets.
The presented uncertainties in 2nd–5th columns have been calculated in accordance with Eq. (1).
The uncertainty estimations for NRA measurements in ‘‘Lander’’ configuration (5th column) are calculated with elimination of spacecraft component from gamma peak intensity.
Na gamma peak at 1636 keV is not well defined in NRA spectra.
Some gamma peaks overlap each other, and multi-component analysis is required to distinguish concentration of the particular element.

Fig. 2. Photo of the ‘‘Lander’’ ground test configuration.

Originally the planetary simulant model consisted only of dry materi-
als with a hydrogen concentration of less than 0.4% water equivalent. It
can also imitate water/water ice depth distribution by adding a 10 mm
polyethylene layers inside the simulant model structure [18,23]. For
our experiment we used martian soil models where the water/water ice
layer (∼5 cm) was located beneath the surface at depths of 5–10 cm.

The main goal of the ground tests performed was to simulate surface
operations during a landing mission on another planet and to understand
how TNM/API could improve the identification of the bulk elementary
composition of the planetary soil. We have added additional complexity
to the test configuration as compared to our previous measurements,
see [18,23,40]. Two different test cases were conducted.

For the first one (the so called ‘‘no lander’’ configuration), the whole
measurement system including LaBr3(Ce), LYSO, Neutron generator
(NG), and the instrument electronics unit was set up above the planetary
simulant material on a special mechanical frame to simulate a probable
configuration onboard a lander. This configuration takes into account
the possible distance between the NG and GRS inside the lander and the
elevation above the ground. Both gamma spectrometers were placed
symmetrically to different sides of the NG at distances of about 30 cm.
The elevation above the ground was also selected to be 50 cm.

The second configuration (the so called ‘‘lander’’ configuration) was
produced from the previous one by adding surrounding material to
imitate the spacecraft shell/chassis around the science instrumentation.
In total, we used several hundred kilos of aluminum alloys (99.3% of Al,
∼0.3% of Si, and ∼0.3% of Fe) placed around the measurement system

to represent spacecraft material. A photo of the ‘‘lander’’ configuration
is presented in Fig. 2.

The measurement system allows both operations using the TNM/API
method as well as measurements in a mode with the correlation between
detections of alpha particles/neutrons and gamma photons disabled.
It allows us the possibility of comparing the gamma spectra from the
planetary soil material obtained with and without (standard neutron
radiation analysis) implementing the TNM/API method and compares
the identification of the primary gamma lines (produced by the most
abundant soil elemental constituents) by both types of measurements.

For each test configuration we conducted TNM/API measurements
for one hour and a standard neutron radiation analysis for 5 min.
The duration of the TNM/API measurement was selected to be as
long as possible to get maximal counting statistics. It was based on
our operational experience in using the neutron generator on the MSL
Curiosity. Future Venus landing missions proposals also reference it as
the maximal possible time for NG surface operations on Venus due to the
limited lifetime in the harsh temperature and pressure environment. For
stationary landing platforms (e.g., for missions to Mars and Moon), this
measurement time could be significantly larger if the mission is able to
operate for several hundred days. The duration of the standard neutron
radiation measurement was selected to get approximately the same total
counting statistics as for the TNM/API measurements. That requires at
least 10 times less accumulation time.

In concluding this section, we note that the overall test program
included 4 primary measurements: 2 per each test configuration plus
a set of service and commissioning measurements to tune and calibrate
the measurements system. The commissioning measurements included
calibration of the gamma ray spectrometers’ spectral channels vs energy
and the evaluation of the energy dependent resolution of the scintillation
crystals. The measurements were used to the compare signal-to-noise
ratio and the capability to identify/separate different gamma lines for
TNM/API method and for the standard neutron radiation approach
(NRA) for ‘‘no lander’’ and ‘‘lander’’ configurations.

4. Results and discussion

The implementation of TNM/API requires complicated timing anal-
yses based on the registration of coincidences between alpha particle
and gamma detections. In Fig. 3 we show the time profile of the
gamma counting rate synchronized relative to the detection of the alpha
particle in the selected segments of the alpha particle detector. The
synchronization means that the zero on the time axis presented in Fig. 3
corresponds to the time of the alpha particle detection. The segment
selection for the alpha particle detector is required to identify only alpha
particle (and hence fast neutrons) trajectories within a certain solid
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Fig. 3. Time profile of the counting rate illustrating the coincidence algorithm between
the detection of the alpha particle and the gamma photon produced in the planetary soil
simulant.

Fig. 4. Integrated gamma spectra measured by the TNM/API (top graph) and the NRA
methods for the ‘‘lander’’ (red color) and the ‘‘no lander’’ (black color) configurations .
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

angle cone. For the tests we have selected a solid angle cone covering
the surface area spot located just under the NG (see the ‘‘cross’’ mark in
Fig. 2). The diameter of the ground spot is about 25 cm.

In the TNM/API operation mode, the measurements system contin-
uously records the gamma counting rate in the memory buffer with
nanosecond accuracy. It provides the possibility to estimate the gamma
counting rate before (the memory buffer records about 60 ns) and after
the moment of alpha particle detection. That is why one can see negative
times on Fig. 3. The main sharp peak on the profile corresponds to
the time interval between when the gamma photons are produced in
the subsurface by fast neutrons (inelastic scattering reactions) and their
arrival at the gamma spectrometer volume. The peak is shifted by ∼8 ns
from zero due to the overall time required for NG neutrons to reach
the planetary simulant (for reference, the velocity of the neutrons is
5 cm/ns) and produce gamma photons which, in turn, escaped from
planetary simulant and reached the gamma detector. The continuous
and uniform signal level under and around the peak is a parasitic
background of random coincident detections from gammas generated in
the surrounding material (instrument and spacecraft structure/chassis).
They are produced by the NG neutrons emitted outside selected solid
angle cone but coincided with the time window expected for the gamma
signal from the simulant. Therefore, it should be eliminated from the
total counting rate leaving only a peak with the background subtracted.

Fig. 5. Gamma peaks (corrected for background) of the major elemental soil constituents
deconvolved using the TNM/API approach (black color on all plots). The red line on
the top graph shows fitted shapes (Gaussian) of the gamma peaks. The red line on the
bottom graph represents numerical simulations. All data are presented for ‘‘no lander’’
configuration. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

In the NRA operation mode, the measurements system switched the
timing analysis off and recorded all gamma detections regardless of
where the gammas came from. As a result, it provided enormous count-
ing statistic but inevitably mixed spacecraft background and subsurface
signals. Fig. 4 presents the integrated gamma spectra gathered from
the peak area with the background subtracted for the TNM/API mode
(top graph) and the integrated gamma spectra acquired in the NRA
mode (Fig. 4, bottom graph). The spectra were measured by LaBr3(Ce)
spectrometer and presented both for the ‘‘no lander’’ (black color in
Fig. 4) and the ‘‘lander’’ (red color in Fig. 4) configurations. Each
spectrum has a unique set of gamma lines generated by the primary
soil constituents O, Na, Mg, Al, Si, Fe, O, C.

We selected the strongest gamma ray peaks corresponding to the
major soil constituting elements, evaluated their peak areas, and de-
fined the statistical uncertainties. The measured accuracy of the peak
area characterizes the statistical uncertainty in the evaluation of the
elemental concentrations.

To proceed with the data processing of the selected peaks, estimates
of the background were carried out. In the integrated spectrum around
each selected gamma line, the lower and higher energy intervals were
set up to fit the background continuum under the peak area assuming
that it varies as a low-order polynomial function. The gamma line profile
with the background removed was fitted with a Gaussian shape or with a
sum of Gaussians if the gamma lines overlapped each other (see Fig. 5).
The retrieved results of the approximation were used to estimate peak
area versus background under the peak. The uncertainty of the peak
area was defined using the following expression:

𝛥 =

√

𝛿𝐶2 + 𝛿𝐵2

𝑆
× 100% (1)

where S is the calculated peak area in the range [𝐸𝑜 − 𝛥𝐸,𝐸𝑜 + 𝛥𝐸],
where 𝐸𝑜 is defined as the peak position and 𝛥𝐸 is the half width at
the half maximum (𝛥𝐸 is derived from the Gaussian fit). C is the total
number of counts including background count rate and B is the sum of
background counts only in the range [𝐸𝑜−𝛥𝐸,𝐸𝑜+𝛥𝐸]. The 𝛿𝐶 and 𝛿𝐵
are their uncertainties based on the Poisson statistics.

Previous studies have shown that standard methods of neutron
radiation analysis could be efficiently used onboard future landing
missions exploring solar system planets and their moons [23,26,27,40].
These methods provide very high counting statistics for the measured
gamma spectra accumulated for a limited time of surface operations
and could distinguish a set of gamma lines for primary soil constituents.
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Fig. 6. Background subtracted gamma peaks of major soil constituting elements decon-
volved in TNM/API (top graph) and NRA (bottom graph) approaches for ‘‘lander’’ (red
color) and ‘‘no lander’’ (black color) configurations . (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Nevertheless, the major impact that dramatically influences the inter-
pretation of the observations concerns the signal to noise discrimination
and depends on the presence of the surrounding spacecraft materials.
Indeed, the visual inspection of the integrated spectra presented in
Fig. 4 confirms that the spacecraft material around a gamma detector
significantly increases the background for the NRA measurements but
does not impact the TNM/API measurements.

The integrated spectrum acquired in the ‘‘lander’’ configuration
using standard neutron radiation analysis demonstrates two effects: (1)
an additional continuum background is produced under the gamma
peaks (see Fig. 4, bottom graph); (2) the intensity of many of the gamma
peaks also increases (see Fig. 6, bottom graph). The last phenomenon
occurs due to the widespread presence of some ‘‘soil’’ elements in
the spacecraft components. The first effect means that the signal-to-
noise ratio is worse due to the larger continuum under the gamma
lines. The second one means that it is necessary to distinguish between
the elemental composition of the soil and the elemental composition
of spacecraft. To fix it, a gamma ray spectrometer needs to be eval-
uated using sophisticated ground calibrations and the experimental
data should be verified with numerical simulations. It often occurs
that calibration measurements with and without the lander are not
technically possible and some compromise should be found to identify
the spacecraft elemental composition during available ground tests or
during commissioning measurements in space.

In the following we present element by element our analysis and
discussion of our findings:

Aluminum. We initiated our analysis using the aluminum gamma
lines due to several reasons. First of all, it is known that planetary soils
include significant amounts (5%–10%) of this element in the form of
Al2O3 oxide. Second, aluminum alloys are widely distributed in different
spacecraft structures and could significantly increase the intensity of the
gamma lines and complicate the evaluation of the true concentration of
aluminum in the subsurface. As it was described in Section 2, for our
ground tests we specifically added several hundred kilos of aluminum
alloys to imitate the material around the gamma spectrometers and
produce a parasitic ‘‘Al’’ background in the gamma spectra. The third
reason concerns the multiple processes responsible for the generation of
the Al gamma lines. Unfortunately, they produce emissions in the energy
ranges which coincide with or overlap many characteristic gamma lines
from other elements making the evaluation of their concentrations or
even identification more difficult.

Excited states of 27Al are produced in inelastic scattering reactions
with fast neutrons and then de-excite to the ground state with the

emission of 844 keV, 1015 keV, 2211 keV, and 3004 keV. Gamma
peaks at these energies are clearly visible in all the spectra plots. Due
to limited energy resolution of gamma detectors, the gamma peak
at 844 keV is indistinguishable from the gamma peak at 847 keV
which is produced by an inelastic scattering reaction with Fe nuclei.
It significantly complicates independent detection and evaluation of
the iron concentration. In addition to inelastic scattering reactions,
continuous neutron irradiation can produce gamma emission through
the neutron capture (with thermal neutrons) and neutron activation
(decay of short lived isotopes) reactions. Thus, the inelastic scattering of
Al peak at 2211 keV overlaps the peak at 2223 keV produced by neutron
capture reaction with Hydrogen (the polyethylene layer in the simulant
or subsurface water in planetary soils). It means that the separation
between H or Al is quite problematic if measurement technique does not
separate inelastic scattering and neutron capture reactions. The neutron
activation of aluminum occurs through reactions with thermal and fast
neutrons. The (n,p) reaction 27Al(n,p) 27Mg with fast neutrons produces
short the lived isotope 27Mg (∼9.5 min). It beta decays to the excited
state of 27Al and then de-excites to the ground state with the emission
of the same 844 keV and 1015 keV gamma lines as in the case of
inelastic scattering. Another reaction, 27Al(n,𝛼) 24Na with fast neutrons,
produces the radioactive isotope 24Na which beta decays to 24Mg with
the emission of characteristic gamma lines at 2754 and 1368 keV. They
correspond to the de-excitation from the second to the first excited state
and then to the ground state and coincide with Mg characteristic gamma
lines produced in inelastic scattering reactions. This means that the Mg
gamma peaks in the integrated spectra could be polluted by the Al
component. The intensity of these lines will vary depending on how
much Al is present in the subsurface and in the surrounding spacecraft
material. It also depends on the inventory of activated isotopes if time
selection analysis to separate inelastic scattering, capture and neutron
activation reactions will not be applied. The irradiation with thermal
neutrons (the result of the moderation of fast neutrons in polyethylene
imitating subsurface water) produces the radioactive isotope aluminum-
28 which beta decays to silicon in an excited state with the following
de-excitation and emission of 1.78 MeV gamma photons. The last one
coincides with gamma emissions observed during inelastic scattering
reactions on Si (see considerations below on the detection of Si lines).

Summarizing these examples, one can conclude that the presence
of aluminum enriched material around gamma detectors significantly
increases both the continuum background and the intensity of many of
the gamma lines and provides obvious difficulties in the evaluation of
not only Al but also Fe, Mg, and Si abundances in planetary soils.

To conduct a useful space experiment, it is therefore necessary to
formulate two strict requirements:
(1) Provide precise discrimination between the background sources and
the true signals in the amplitude of the gamma peak;
(2) Conduct science measurements in a way which maximally separates
the different processes of gamma emission.
The standard NRA methods, based on continuous neutron irradiation
(like it was implemented in our tests), cannot fully meet both these
requirements. They cannot distinguish between gamma emissions pro-
duced by different types of nuclear reactions and the mixed gamma
signals from the object being interrogated and the surrounding envi-
ronment. It is clearly seen in the spectra measured in the ground tests
with the NRA methods for ‘‘no lander’’ and ‘‘lander’’ configurations,
see Fig. 4 (bottom plot) and 6 (bottom plot). These Figures show that,
in the ‘‘lander’’ configuration in the low energy range, the continuum
background increases by ∼30% and the intensities of the gamma lines
at 844 keV, 1015 keV, 1368 keV, 1779 keV 2211 keV, 2754 keV, and
3004 keV became higher by 1.5–3 times.

On the other hand, requirements were successfully met in TNM/API
approach. Ground tests proved that TNM/API measurements are not
significantly affected by the background produced in the surrounding
materials. It is illustrated in Figs. 4–6. Both the background continuum
and the intensity of gamma lines in the ‘‘lander’’ configuration are at
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the same levels as were observed in the ‘‘no lander’’ configuration. The
ratio between the intensities of all gamma peaks in the ‘‘no lander’’
and the ‘‘lander’’ configurations oscillates around 1 in accordance with
statistical uncertainty. It is also important to add that TNM/API helps
to eliminate the intrinsic radioactive background of LaBr3(Ce3+), such
as 138La gamma emission at 1471 keV. This peak is easily visible in the
NRA measurements (see Figs. 4 and 6, bottom graph) and completely
disappears in the spectra acquired by the TNM/API method (see Figs. 4
and 6, top graph).

The TNM/API measurements allowed us to achieve a statistical
uncertainty of about 4.7% for the Al/Fe peak at 844–847 keV, 10.5% for
the Al peak at 1015 keV, 9.0% for the Al peak at 2211 keV, and 13.3%
for the Al peak at 3004 keV in accordance with Eq. (1).

The NRA measurements in the ‘‘lander’’ configuration could distin-
guish the Al/Fe peak at 844–847 keV, the Al peak at 1015 keV, and
the Al peak at 2211 keV with statistical uncertainties of 4.6%, 9.7%,
and 7.8% respectively. It accounts for corrections to the true intensities
of the Al gamma peaks that originated in the planetary simulant. This
correction is done using the ‘‘no lander’’ measurements. The gamma
peaks at 2211 keV and 3004 keV could not be used for the explicit
identification of the Al abundance in the planetary soil simulant. The
Al gamma peak at 2211 keV significantly overlaps H capture line at
2223 keV both in the ‘‘no lander’’ and the ‘‘lander’’ configurations.
The Al gamma peak at 3004 keV is not detectable in the ‘‘no lander
configuration’’ and its amplitude in the ‘‘lander’’ configuration fully
accounts for the abundance of Al in the spacecraft materials.

Thus, TNM/API provides ‘‘pure’’ observations of subsurface Al but
is affected by low counting statistic and requires longer observation
times to increase accuracy. The NRA method provides better statistical
uncertainties but strongly depends on the correct deconvolution of the
gamma peak between the subsurface and spacecraft components. This
method cannot resolve and evaluate all the Al gamma peaks because of
their overlap with other gamma emission peaks in this energy range.

Silicon. The concentration of Si in planetary soils may exceed 20%–
40%. In the integrated gamma spectra Si is detectable using several
characteristic gamma lines. The strongest gamma emission is produced
at 1779 keV via inelastic scattering reaction. It could be followed
by a single escape peak at 1268 keV. These gamma peaks are both
observed and have the same amplitudes in the TNM/API spectra ac-
quired in the ‘‘no lander’’ and the ‘‘lander’’ configurations. The projected
TNM/API precision in estimating the Si concentration is about 1.9%
(see Table 1). For NRA methods, in addition to inelastic scattering the
main gamma peak could also be produced via the neutron activation
reaction 28Si(n,p) 28Al which creates an 28Al isotope with a half-life
of 2.24 min. The 28Al beta decays to the excited state 28Si followed
by the de-excitation to the ground state with an emission at 1779
keV. It was pointed out above that the presence of Al in spacecraft
structure around gamma detectors affects many gamma lines. The
neutron capture reaction with 27Al produces a short lived isotope with
the same characteristic emission at 1779 keV. As a result, the intensities
of the gamma peak at this energy for the ‘‘no lander’’ and the ‘‘lander’’
configurations are significantly different. In the NRA measurements, the
amplitude of the gamma peak increases approximately by 30% for the
‘‘lander’’ configuration. If the Al contribution is removed the projected
accuracy of the estimation of silicon concentration is about 4% for the
‘‘lander’’ configuration (see Table 1).

Iron. Fe is another chemical element usually found in planetary soils.
The model of the planetary soil used in our ground tests contains up
to 12.5% of Fe by mass fraction. The inelastic scattering reactions
with fast neutrons produce excited states of 56Fe with subsequent de-
excitation to the ground state with the emission of gamma rays with
energies 847 keV (yield = 99%), 1811 keV (yield = 27%), and 2113
keV (yield = 14%). The same gamma emission is also initiated in
the neutron activation reaction 56Fe(n,p) 56Mn which produces 56Mn
isotope decaying with a half-life of about 2.6 h. Considering that the
spectral resolution of LaBr3(Ce3+) is not perfect, one may argue that

all peaks at these energies significantly overlap Al gamma lines at 844
keV, 2211 keV and the Si gamma line at 1779 keV (see paragraphs
above). This means that the independent evaluation of Fe concentration
is difficult, and we shall proceed with a model dependent analysis based
on known concentrations of other elements. Thus, the Al concentration
could be derived from the analysis of 1015 keV, 2211 keV, and 3004 keV
gamma peaks. The alternative selection could be done using the timing
analysis of passive observations in later time windows after the neutron
irradiation is stopped because the half-lives of isotopes produced via
reaction with Al and Si are significantly shorter than the decay of
the 56Mn isotope (minutes vs hours), see [23,40]. The preference for
TNM/API is that it could sustain a constant ratio between Al and Fe
contributions in the intensity of the measured gamma peaks. This ratio
depends on the soil composition and does not depend on how much
Al or Fe there is in the surrounding spacecraft material. Tests have
shown that the amplitude of the gamma peak in the 844–847 keV energy
range is the same for the ‘‘lander’’ and the ‘‘no lander’’ configurations in
the case of TNM/API measurements and significantly different for NRA
measurements.

Sodium. Na is a substantial mass fraction (about 8%) in our model
of planetary material. In the integrated spectra, the irradiation of the
planetary material with fast neutrons could produce gamma peaks at
440 keV, 1636 keV, and 1275 keV via interactions with the 23Na isotope.
Due to the overloading of the data processing electronics, the energy
range below 600 keV was excluded from the analysis. The gamma peaks
at 1636 keV and 1275 keV were detected in TNM/API measurements
with a high confidence but the second one overlaps the Fe gamma line
(1238 keV) and the single escape peak from Si (1268 keV). In the NRA
measurements, the peaks at 1636 keV and 1275 keV are not very visible
due to the high level of the continuum background. Since Na is not
abundant in the surrounding spacecraft materials, the transition from
‘‘no lander’’ to ‘‘lander’’ configuration does not change the intensity
of sodium gamma peaks. The highest expected precision in all our
measurements is about 8% (gamma peak at 1636 keV).

Oxygen. The last element examined in the current work was O. It is
the most abundant element because planetary soils include mixtures of
various oxides. It is not, however, as important a geochemical marker
as many other soil constituents but its analysis is required to understand
how these elements are bonded in the oxides. O is easily detected
by multiple characteristic gamma lines scattered across a wide energy
range. For inelastic scattering reactions it includes a forest of strong
gamma lines at 2742 keV, 3684 keV, 3854 keV, 6130 keV, and 7113
keV followed by several single and double escape peaks. These lines are
resolved with a very high confidence both by the NRA and the TNM/API.

5. Numerical simulations

We used the Monte Carlo N-Particle eXtended code (MCNPX is
a numerical code widely used for space gamma/neutron modeling
applications, see [41]) to support some of our test measurements with
numerical simulations and to compare the measured intensity of char-
acteristic gamma lines with the expectations derived from our modeling
approach. In our model we simulated the neutron irradiation conditions
and created a numerical model of the planetary material simulant
with an exact description of its structure and elemental composition.
The measurement system was modeled in part for the LaBr3(Ce3+)
scintillation crystal and includes its configuration, volume, and sen-
sitivity. The calculations were carried out as a two-step procedure.
A simulation of the gamma emission in the simulant material due to
neutron irradiation was completed during the first step. Its subsequent
transport to the detector and the interactions in the detector volume
constituted the final step. The procedure implemented reproduces the
gamma counts in accordance with the detector’s efficiency using the
pulse-height tally in MCNP. To compare the ideal model spectrum with
observations, it was smoothed with an energy-variable filter to simulate
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Fig. 7. Correlation between experimental and modeled intensities of gamma peaks
corresponding to major constituent elements of the soil. The comparison is done for the
TNM/API measurements in the ‘‘no lander’’ configurations (see also Fig. 5, bottom graph).

the true energy resolution of the LaBr3(Ce3+) detector as determined
from the calibrations. The primary goal was to consider a simple case
and understand how modeling predictions of the gamma measurements
in ‘‘no lander’’ configuration is close to the observations based on
the TNM/API methods. We simulated the timing scheme for TNM/API
measurements by tracking the fast neutrons and their interactions with
simulant material nuclei. The whole process was limited by a very short
observation period as in the real experiment to account for gamma
photon production in the planetary soil simulant via inelastic scattering
reactions and their further transport to the gamma detector.

The comparison between the observed and modeled gamma peaks
with the background subtracted is presented in Fig. 5. It was performed
for the TNM/API test in the ‘‘no lander’’ configuration and showed
an appropriate agreement with observations, except perhaps gamma
peaks at 844–847 keV and 1240–1260 keV energy ranges. The first
one presents mixture of Al and Fe lines and the second one is a
heavily overlapping of several weak gamma lines from Na, Fe and single
escape of Si (at 1779 kev). The deviation of model predictions from
the observations at strong gamma peak around 844–847 keV could be
explained by the lower efficiency of detector and detector electronics
due to dead time, non-detailed modeling of detector enclosure (which
may attenuate gammas at lower energies) and some uncertainties
in numerical simulations (simulation of gamma production processes
and variations in cross sections libraries). The correlation between
measured and modeled intensities of gamma lines is shown in Fig. 7.
A Pearson Correlation Coefficient was calculated for this comparison. It
is close to 1, which indicates a high level of correlation.

6. Discussion and conclusions

The rapid development of background-suppressed TNM/API tech-
nologies for 3-D analysis and their consequent broad implementation for
a variety of tasks encourage us to test their applicability for space exper-
iments. These technologies may open new possibilities and perspectives
for the future surface landers on the different planets of the Solar
system—especially for the comprehensive analysis of planetary sub-
surfaces. Two major and very promising improvements are anticipated
if this approach can be proved and adapted to the requirements for a
space experiment.

The first one concerns the reliable identification of the bulk sub-
surface elemental composition and of the background generated by
the surrounding spacecraft materials. For standard gamma spectroscopy
methods it is not as simple a task as one might expect. It requires
considerable prelaunch efforts (to perform complicated calibrations)

and even more efforts when the first data come to the ground followed
by a very sophisticated data analysis.

The second improvement provided by the TNM/API is the 3-D
description of the subsurface under the lander. In many cases it is
extremely important because the subsurface represents a mixture of
layered deposits which need to be evaluated in detail to characterize
planetary evolution. Using only standard methods of observations this
goal is very difficult to achieve. Indeed, it requires a combination
of measurements and model dependent data deconvolution while the
TNM/API can do it via direct measurements.

In ground tests in the initial stage, we have focused on the first
task and have considered potential advantages and disadvantages of
the TNM/API versus standard NRA methods to correctly evaluate the
subsurface bulk elemental composition. To reach this goal we conducted
tests in the so called ‘‘no lander’’ and ‘‘lander’’ configurations. The
‘‘no lander’’ configuration is close to the ideal case where the gamma
detector is alone or located far away from the main spacecraft body.
For the ‘‘lander’’ configuration we have added significant amounts of
Al alloy material around the gamma spectrometer to imitate the actual
spacecraft environment/configuration.

The ground tests proved that significant suppression of the parasitic
background onboard the spacecraft was possible. The TNM/API spec-
tra acquired in the ‘‘no lander’’ and the ‘‘lander’’ configurations are
practically identical. This means that two important negative factors
impacting standard gamma spectroscopy observations are under control
during the TNM/API measurements: the level of background continuum
and the intensity of the detected gamma lines. The surrounding mate-
rials produce and scatter gamma photons and significantly increase the
continuum gamma emission. This factor leads to larger uncertainties
in the estimation of the gamma peak intensities due to a lower signal-
to-noise ratio. As a result, the accuracy in the evaluation of elemental
abundances is also goes down. Another impact is that the same chemical
elements can be found both in subsurface and in the spacecraft structure.
This is an even worse problem because in this case the amplitudes of the
many gamma peaks studied will be modified/polluted by significant
contributions from the spacecraft elemental abundances. If this factor
is not accurately taken into account, misleading information about the
subsurface composition will be provided. The ground tests showed that
for the standard NRA methods this was the major issue. For example,
the Al gamma lines in the integrated NRA spectrum increased their
intensity up to 3 times after adding several hundred kilos of Al-rich
material imitating the spacecraft structure. Moreover, due to various
emission processes (inelastic scattering, neutron capture, and neutron
activation reactions), Al gamma lines coincided with or overlapped
gamma emissions from other soil constituents such as Fe, Si, ans Mg,
making their evaluation significantly difficult. A possible way to fix
this problem is to evaluate the spacecraft response during ground
calibrations and to follow up with numerical modeling. A more radical
proposal is based on a special instrument design where the gamma
detector is mounted on a boom that places the sensor far from the main
spacecraft body. Unfortunately, these solutions require considerable
efforts and resources that are not always possible.

Our results imply that the TNM/API can avoid these issues. If the
measurement system is integrated at the bottom of the lander, it is
possible to select a solid angle cone where neutrons will propagate
to the subsurface (and gammas from the subsurface to detector) with
minimal interactions with spacecraft elements. Another advantage of
the TNM/API is that it uses only inelastic scattering reactions. It
substantially simplifies the analysis and interpretation of the observed
gamma lines. Here it is important to note that some selection between
different types of nuclear reactions can be done if the neutron irradiation
occurs in a pulsing mode and the spectra are acquired during the neutron
pulse (mostly inelastic scattering reactions) and between pulses (capture
and neutron activation reactions), see [15,23,26,27,40]. It is possible to
implement such an analysis in both the NRA and the API/TNT methods.

Nevertheless, the performance of the TNM/API is not absolutely
perfect and is substantially limited by low counting statistics. This
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resulted in an extended measurement duration which was required to
get an appropriate accuracy. For example, ground tests showed that
uncertainty in the estimation of Al peaks at 844 keV and 2211 keV
were about 4.7% and 9.0% respectively (see Table 1) but required
∼1 h of measurements. The instrument performance could be improved
with some optimization of the alpha particle detector (dimension and
location), but not dramatically. However, the NRA methods, based
on higher counting statistics, can do better (see Table 1) for much
shorter observational time. Of course, this only works if spacecraft
response is accurately known. Otherwise systematic errors eliminate any
advantages of high counting statistic. The lack of counting statistic for
the TNM/API can be substantially improved if a gamma spectrometer
is integrated as part of the stationary landing platform. In this case,
its overall observation time is defined by the duration of the surface
mission. The accuracy can be improved by an order of magnitude in
this case. For rover missions, the situation is less favorable because
measurements of ∼1 h duration (as selected for the ground tests) are
close to the maximum time limit available at rover stops. This duration
can be increased by several times only during special observational
campaigns.

In conclusion we would like to note that the ‘‘results of voting’’
between standard gamma spectroscopy methods and the TNM/API
are not so unambiguous and evident. They depend on the specific
space mission requirements, the available resources, the duration and
mobility of the landing module, and ultimately on the technology
readiness level of the TNM/API methods needed to develop the space-
qualified instrumentation. Nevertheless, we assert that the TNM/API has
significant advantages and is a promising alternative to the standard
gamma ray spectroscopy observations including the current NRA system
for future landing missions. The on-going ground tests with prototype
instrumentation should be continued to raise its TRL and to investigate
and formulate these advantages (including a 3-D analysis of the subsur-
face) more clearly.
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